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Fluorescence Adaptive Optics Scanning Laser Ophthalmoscope
for Detection of Reduced Cones and Hypoautofluorescent
Spots in Fundus Albipunctatus
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IMPORTANCE Fundus albipunctatus (FA) is a form of congenital stationary night blindness
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characterized by yellow-white spots, which were classically described as subretinal. Although
night blindness and delayed dark adaptation are hallmarks of this condition, recent studies
have described a macular phenotype, particularly among older patients. Using a fluorescence
adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscope (FAOSLO), this study provides in vivo
morphologic data at the cellular level in FA.
OBJECTIVE To study the cone photoreceptors and the albipunctate spots in FA at single-cell

resolution.
DESIGN, SETTING, AND PARTICIPANT A woman in her 30s with FA underwent a complete
ophthalmic examination, including conventional imaging tests, at the University of Rochester.
A FAOSLO was used to obtain infrared reflectance images of the cone mosaic at the central
fovea and along the superior and temporal meridians to 10° eccentricity. Cone density was
measured at the foveal center, and cone spacing was calculated in sampling windows
eccentrically. In the area of the albipunctate spots, autofluorescence FAOSLO images
(excitation, 561 nm; emission, 624 Δ 40 nm) were simultaneously obtained.
MAIN OUTCOMES AND MEASURES Structural appearance of cones, cone density and spacing,
and reflectance and autofluorescence of albipunctate spots.
RESULTS Cone density was reduced to 70% of the lower limit of the normal range at the
foveal center (78.7 × 103 cones/mm2; mean [SD] reference range, 199 [87] × 103
cones/mm2), and cone spacing was increased eccentrically to 10° (sign test, P = .045).
Individual cone central core reflectances appeared dim, suggesting loss of photoreceptor
outer segments. The albipunctate spots were hypoautofluorescent. No photoreceptors or
retinal pigment epithelium cells were identified at the locations of the albipunctate spots.
CONCLUSIONS AND RELEVANCE Although the predominant clinical symptom of night
blindness and the electroretinography results suggest a primary rod dysfunction,
examination with a FAOSLO demonstrates that cone density is also reduced. This finding may
represent an early sign of progression to macular phenotype in FA. The hypoautofluorescence suggests that the albipunctate spots do not represent lipofuscin.
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undus albipunctatus (FA) is a form of congenital stationary night blindness characterized by the presence
of myriad discrete, small, round or elliptical yellowwhite lesions, which have been clinically described as at the
level of the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE). 1 Diseasecausing mutations of the RDH5 (OMIM 601617) gene have
been identified in patients with FA. 2,3 The RDH5 gene
encodes 11-cis retinol dehydrogenase, which is essential for
the regeneration of visual pigment.4,5 Classically, FA has
been described6 as stationary night blindness with delayed
dark adaptation with normal visual acuity and color vision.
More recent studies7-9 have shown that cone dystrophy is
present in some patients with FA, particularly in older individuals. Using conventional fundus autofluorescence (FAF)
imaging methods, the albipunctate spots have been
reported to be hyperfluorescent in some studies 10,11 and
hypofluorescent in others.12 Spectral domain optical coherence tomography has shown10-13 that the spots extend from
the RPE to the outer retinal layers. These methods, however, are limited by their resolution and do not provide in
vivo morphologic assessment of FA at the cellular level.
Adaptive optics has enabled high-resolution retinal
imaging of the cone photoreceptor mosaic in vivo,14-18 providing the opportunity to characterize retinal diseases.19-22
A recent report23 using an adaptive optics scanning laser
ophthalmoscope (AOSLO) prototype to study individuals
with FA described dark patches in the cone mosaic, with
decreased cone density at 0.5° and 1° from the foveal center.
In the present study, we used an AOSLO to measure the
cone photoreceptors from the fovea to 10° eccentricity and a
fluorescence AOSLO (FAOSLO) to examine the albipunctate
spots in a patient with FA.

Methods
Clinical Examination
This study was approved by the University of Rochester Research
Subjects Review Board and was performed in accordance with
the Declaration of Helsinki. Written informed consent was obtained and participants received financial compensation. A complete ophthalmic examination, including Snellen visual acuity
measurement and dilated fundus examination, was performed.
Fundus photographs (FF450 plus; Carl Zeiss Meditec), conventional FAF (HRA; Heidelberg Engineering), spectral domain optical coherence tomography (InVivoVue Envisu R2200; Bioptigen Inc), and Goldmann visual fields were obtained. Full-field
electroretinography (ERG) (UTAS-E4000; LKC Technologies) was
performed in accordance with the standards of the International
Society for Clinical Electrophysiology of Vision.24

Image Acquisition and Processing
Reflectance and autofluorescence images were acquired using
the Rochester FAOSLO system.25,26 The participant’s pupils were
dilated with tropicamide, 1%, and phenylephrine hydrochloride, 2.5%, and the participant’s pupil remained aligned with the
instrument pupil during the imaging session. The FAOSLO reflectance image sequences were obtained in approximately
1.5° × 1.5° images beginning in the central fovea, extending 10°
peripherally along the superior and temporal meridians, using
a fixation target to guide fixation in 0.75° steps. Two hundred
images at a 19-Hz frame rate were acquired at each retinal location, and video frames were averaged after imaging.27 At selected retinal locations with albipunctate spots, autofluorescence (excitation, 561 nm; emission, 624 Δ 40 nm) images were

Figure 1. Fluorescence Adaptive Optics Scanning Laser Ophthalmoscope (FAOSLO) Reflectance Images
of the Cone Mosaic at Selected Eccentricities in the Temporal Retina
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Patient with fundus albipunctatus
(FA) (A, B, and C). Bottom row,
age-matched individual with healthy
eyes (D, E, and F). Images from the
foveal center at 200 μm (A and D),
700 μm (B and E), and 2100 μm
(C and F). White arrowheads indicate
cones with decreased core
reflectance (dark cones) in the
patient with FA.
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simultaneously acquired. Using the reflectance images as a
guide, approximately 1000 autofluorescence frames were registered at each location.28 Image montaging was performed using
Adobe Photoshop, version 12.1 X64 (Adobe Systems).

Figure 2. Labeling of Distinct Cones and Dark Cones
A
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Determination of the Foveal Center
The location of the foveal center in the FAOSLO reflectance image was determined using a 2-step process. First, 30 locations
along the retinal capillaries delineating the foveal avascular zone
(FAZ) were manually selected. Using custom software (MATLAB,
version 2011.b; MathWorks Inc), an ellipse was fit to these points
and the center of the ellipse was localized. All cone photoreceptors within a 290 × 290-μm square centered at this point were
marked semiautomatically.18 A cone density map was generated using a 36 × 36-μm sliding window with 10-μm overlap.29
Cone densities were corrected using the participant’s axial length
compared with the Gullstrand model eye.30 The point of highest cone density was then defined as the foveal center.

Cone Labeling, Density, and Spacing Computation
25 µm

A, Fluorescence adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscope (FAOSLO)
reflectance image (700 μm temporal) shows distinct cones as well as dark
cones in the patient with fundus albipunctatus. B, Logarithmic grayscale
transformation of the same temporal area enables visualization of the dark cone
cores. C, Cone labeling of only distinct cones. D, Cone labeling of both distinct
cones (solid red circles) and dark cones (open red circles).

Figure 3. Foveal Cone Density Mapping Shows Reduced Peak Foveal
Cone Density
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Statistical Analysis
Conedensityandspacingwerecomparedwithavailablepublished
normative data. At the foveal center (<200 μm retinal eccentricity), histologic data were used.28 At 200 μm retinal eccentricity
and above, AOSLO normal cone density data were used for
comparison.18 For the AOSLO normal cone density data, exponential fit curves were generated (mean cone density ±2 SD). Normal
cone densities as a function of eccentricity then were calculated
at 100-μm intervals. Cone densities were converted to cone
spacing,32 and a z score of 2 (2 SDs from the mean) was used for
comparison with the patient with FA. The sign test33 was applied
to compare the cone spacing z scores of the patient with FA with
the normative data along the superior and temporal meridians.

Results
Clinical Findings
A woman in her 30s presented with progressively worsening
night vision. Best-corrected visual acuity measured 20/25 + 1 OD

Cone density, No./mm2 × 103

Cones were analyzed along the superior and temporal meridians. Forty concentric circles at 100-μm intervals were drawn
from the foveal center to 10°. The distance of each circle was calculated from the Gullstrand model eye with correction for axial
length. Windows of 50 × 50 μm were selected along each meridian at every 100 μm referenced by these concentric circles.
When blood vessels or defects in the image quality were present
along the meridian, the sampling regions were slightly displaced along the concentric circle. For each sampling location,
eccentricity was computed as the distance between the center
of the window and the foveal center. Cone photoreceptors in
these windows were labeled (distinct cones). Because some cones
showed a decreased core reflectance (dark cones), we used a
logarithmic grayscale transformation of the reflectance image31
to enhance visualization of the dark cones, and labeled these
separately. Cone spacing was calculated32 for the distinct cones
as well as the total of both the distinct and dark cones.

4.5
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A, Fluorescence adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscope (FAOSLO)
reflectance image of the cone mosaic in a 290 × 290-μm window centered on
the center of the foveal avascular zone. The white square indicates a
100 × 100-μm window shown at higher magnification in panel C, centered on
the location of peak cone density. B, Cone density map of the central
290 × 290-μm window. The color bar at the right indicates cone density in
cones per squared millimeters. The location of peak cone density is marked
(white x). C, Reflectance image of the central 100 × 100-μm window shows
multiple dark cones. D, Cone labeling of distinct cones (solid red circles) and
dark cones (open red circles).
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Figure 4. Cone Spacing as a Function of Eccentricity
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Cone spacing was significantly increased in comparison with the normal range
(sign test, P = .045). Circles indicate the cone spacing of the patient with fundus
albipunctatus (FA) (open circles indicate distinct cones, and solid circles,

distinct + dark cones). Mean age-matched normal cone spacing data are
indicated by diamond symbols (solid lines indicate ±2 SD).18

and 20/20 − 2 OS. Dilated fundus examination revealed multiple radial round yellow-white spots distributed throughout the
peripheral retina, characteristic of FA (Supplement [eFigure 1]).
No albipunctate spots were present in the central macula,
and the foveal reflex was visualized (Supplement [eFigure 2A]).
Conventional FAF images showed bright spots corresponding to the albipunctate spots; however, features of the optic
nerve head were also visible in these images, suggesting light
reflectance artifact (Supplement [eFigure 2B]). Spectral domain optical coherence tomography showed that the albipunctate spots extended from the RPE to the outer nuclear layer.
The photoreceptor outer segment layer was slightly granular
in appearance (Supplement [eFigure 2C]).
Goldmann visual fields showed slight loss of superior visual field in the I2e isopter in both eyes. Dark adapted, dim flash
b-wave amplitude was reduced by approximately 25%. Photopic, bright flash, and flicker amplitudes were within normal
limits.

was significantly increased in comparison with healthy, unaffected individuals18 (sign test, P = .045) (Figure 4).

Structural Appearance of Cones in Disease
The FAOSLO reflectance imaging demonstrated a continuous
cone mosaic with single-cell resolution at all locations, including the foveal center. The cone structure was highly variable,
with many cones having decreased core reflectance (dark
cones) (Figure 1). Similar findings of decreased core reflectance have been reported34 in patients with achromatopsia and
may represent shortening of the cone outer segments. Logarithmic grayscale transformation enhances visualization of the
dark cones to enable more accurate cone labeling in the setting of retinal disease (Figure 2).

Reduced Cone Packing Density and Increased Cone Spacing
Measurements
Cone density mapping (Figure 3) showed that the peak foveal
cone density was reduced to 70% of the lower limit of the reference range29 (78.7 × 103 cones/mm2; mean [SD] reference
range, 199 [87] × 103 cones/mm2). Peripherally, cone spacing
E4
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High Reflectance and Hypoautofluorescence of
Albipunctate Spots
The FAOSLO reflectance imaging showed bright reflectance
with no visible photoreceptors in the areas corresponding to
the albipunctate spots (Figure 5B). The FAOSLO images obtained at the same locations demonstrated hypoautofluorescence corresponding to the albipunctate spots (Figure 5C). No
RPE cells were discernible at these lesions, perhaps because
of blockage of the autofluorescent signal.

Discussion
The advent of FAOSLO technology has provided novel in vivo
morphologic data at the cellular level in a patient with FA. Although the clinical findings, including presenting symptoms
of night blindness, excellent central visual acuity, and decreased scotopic with normal photopic ERG amplitudes, were
suggestive of a primary rod dysfunction, use of the FAOSLO
demonstrated a significant reduction in cone density at the foveal center and increased cone spacing peripherally extending to 10°. Although cone density at the foveal center is variable in individuals with healthy eyes,18,35 the peak foveal cone
density in the patient with FA described here was 30% below
the lower limit of the reported reference range. This finding is
consistent with a recent report23 of decreased cone densities
at 0.5° and 1° eccentricity in patients with FA.
The morphologic appearance of the cones was also disrupted, with many cones showing diminished reflectance of
the central core. We have termed these dark cones and have
included a method to help identify them in cone counting.
Healthy cones have robust waveguiding properties, lending
them the appearance of a bright central core on AOSLO reflectance imaging. Although some variability in cone reflectance
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Figure 5. Fluorescence Adaptive Optics Scanning Laser Ophthalmoscope (FAOSLO) Images of the Albipunctate Spots
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A, Color fundus photograph of the temporal retina. White square indicates the
location shown at higher magnification in panels B and C. B, FAOSLO
reflectance image of the temporal retina shows bright reflectance of the
albipunctate spots. Cones are visualized between spots, but no cones are
identified at the location of the spots. C, FAOSLO autofluorescence image

acquired at the same retinal location. The albipunctate spots are
hypoautofluorescent (white arrows). Between spots, a honeycomb pattern
indicative of the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) cell mosaic is present. No RPE
cells are discernible underlying the albipunctate spots.

occurs in individuals with healthy eyes and varies over time,36
diminished cone core reflectance has been reported30 in achromatopsia and may indicate shortening of the cone outer segments in retinal degenerations. The spectral domain optical
coherence tomography finding of subtle granularity in the outer
segment layer further substantiates this interpretation. The development of metrics to quantify the variability in cone reflectance, compared with normative data, would help to characterize this feature in retinal disease.
Conventional FAF images showed bright spots corresponding to the albipunctate spots, but FAOSLO imaging demonstrated hypoautofluorescence of the albipunctate spots. In the
conventional FAF images, features within the optic disc were
also visible, suggesting an artifact caused by reflected light. The
Heidelberg HRA uses 488-nm excitation and collects emitted
light above 500 nm. The FAOSLO system uses 561-nm excitation, with emission of 624 Δ 40 nm. Both systems include the
expected emission of lipofuscin autofluorescence; however,
the narrower bandwidth of the filters used in the FAOSLO system are more selective for lipofuscin autofluorescence. In addition, the FAOSLO system design uses a series of 2 filters, allowing minimal light leak (<0.01%). The highly reflective
albipunctate spots likely caused the light artifact in the conventional FAF images. This explanation would account for the
variable results previously reported in the literature.10-12 The
hypoautofluorescence demonstrated by FAOSLO indicates that
the albipunctate spots do not represent lipofuscin. Neither
cones nor RPE cells were detected in the location of the spots.
It is possible that these cells were not present in these loca-

tions because of the disease or that the highly reflective albipunctate spots precluded FAOSLO imaging of these cells. Other
possible explanations include that cones were present but altered in their waveguiding or packing properties so that they
were not detectable by FAOSLO examination, or that the cells
were outside the plane of focus owing to the presence of the
albipunctate lesions.
It is tempting to hypothesize that the decreased cone density revealed by FAOSLO in this young patient with normal
photopic ERG represents an early sign of progression to a macular phenotype that could worsen with aging. Phenotypic diversity has been reported,11 with cone dystrophy notably
present among older affected individuals. Longitudinal follow-up of the patient described here and other patients will
be necessary to determine whether cone dystrophy represents a late stage of progressive FA disease.
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Conclusions
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likely do not represent lipofuscin. With these results, FAOSLO
can provide a method to detect early signs of the macular phenotype in FA.
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